
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
A. Approval Date 
B. Department 
C. Course Number 
D. Course Title 

City College of San Francisco 
Course Outline of Record 

December 2013 
Photography 
PHOT 86 

E. Course Outline Preparer(s) 
Mixed Media & the Photo Image 
Robert Nishihira I n () 
Robert Nishihira u::i: lJLJ« F. Department Chair 

G. Dean 

II. COURSE SPECIFICS 
A. Hours 

B. Units 
C. Prerequisites 

Corequisites 
Advisories 

D. Course Justification 

E. Field Trips 
F. Method of Grading 
G. Repeatability 

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 

Doug Bish (' 92 1'-:1 

Lecture: 2 weekly (35 total) 
Laboratory: 3 weekly (52.5 total) 
3 
PHOT 51 
None 
PHOT 81A, PHOT 67 
As digital photography overtakes traditional 
photographic processes, this course seeks to 
teach students historical non-silver processes 
still relevant in contemporary photography. 
Emphasis is on application of techniques in 
development of the student's artistic 
concepts. Currently, this is the only class 
teaching these processes in depth. 
Optional 
Letter, PassiNo pass 
o 

This is a beginning, intermediate, and advanced exploration of the photographic image through 
various alternative and non-silver processes. Students will learn a variety of traditional non-silver 
printing methods which can also be combined with more contemporary mediums. 

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to: 

A. Analyze the ideas, images, and practical uses of mixed media and non-silver processes as 
they apply in contemporary commercial and fine art photography 

B. Develop and integrate an appreciation for historical techniques in non-silver photography 
C. Identify non-silver images in fine art and commercial photography 
D. Identify negatives for printing non-silver processes 
E. Create negatives for printing non-silver processes 
F. Identify paper for printing non-silver printing 
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G. Identify chemicals for printing non-silver processes 
H. Generate images incorporating more than one non-silver process 
1. Assess printing skills to produce consistent images with non-silver processes 
J. Apply various non-silver processes to expand creative image making 

K. Develop a body of work suitable for advanced study and/or career opportunities 
L. Develop the ability to evoke emotional, metaphorical and psychological responses 

through non-silver images. 

V.CONTENTS 
A. An overview of non-silver processes and their application 

1. Survey of relevant professional non-silver images 
2. Digital slide presentation of different non-silver processes 
3. Appropriate negative choice for non-silvering printing 

B. Comparing darkroom and digital negatives for non-silver printing 
1. Litho film and its application and properties 
2. Litho printing-darkroom demonstration 

C. Non-silver process 1: Van Dyke 
1. Overview of chemicals and process 
2. Presentation of Van Dyke images 
3. Application on paper-demonstration 
4. Application on fabric-demonstration 

D. Non-silver process 2: cyanotype 
1. Overview of chemicals and process 
2. Presentation of cyanotype images 
3. Application on paper-demonstration 
4. Application on fabric-demonstration 
5. Toning options 

E. Non-silver process 3: gum bichromate 
1. Overview of chemicals and process 
2. Presentation of gum bichromate images 
3. Application on paper-demonstration 
4. How to combine with other processes-demonstration 
5. The importance of paper choice 
6. Alternate surfaces for gum bichromate 

F. Alernative process: liquid photographic emulsion 
1. Overview of chemicals 
2. Application on different surfaces 
3. Preparation of surfaces 
4. Developing methods for alternative surfaces-darkroom demonstration 

G. Non-silver process 4: tintypes 
1. Contemporary versus traditional 
2. Application on glass, steel, and ceramic-preparing the surface 
3. Darkroom procedure for coating surfaces-demonstration 

H. Alternative process: pinhole cameras 
1. Construction 
2. Size, shape and material 
3. Depth of field 
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4. Image sharpness and size of pinhole 
5. Focusing 
6. Exposing with paper 
7. Exposing with film 
8. Examples of pinhole vision 

I. Alternative process: plastic cameras 
1. How they work 
2. Light leak problems and how to fix them 
3. How to load the film 
4. Alternative choices to the Holga camera 

J. Artists employing non-silver and alternative processes 
1. Non silver artists 
2. Alternative process artists 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

I. In-class 
a. Changing image using techniques such as toning and and gum bichromate printing 
b. Design and build a pinhole camera. 
c. Replicate the work of an artist whose work you admire using photographic 

techniques consistent with their work. 
d. Make or find negative which is specifically for one non-silver process. Attention 

should be given to emotional, psychological and metaphoric content. 
e. Integrate three non-silver printing pocesses in one image. This image should evoke 

a specific response from the viewer. 
f. Group critiques of student work based on instructor criteria such as craftsmanship 

and execution of technique. 
g. Optional field trips to museums, galleries and other appropriate venues. 

2. Out-of-class 
a. Prepare negatives for non-silver printing. 
b. Produce contact prints through the process of sun exposure of litho films. 
c. Online research of artists as assigned by instructor. 

B. Evaluation 
1. Image-making assignments 

a. Apply various non-silver processes to expand creative image making as outline in 
assignments. 

b. Monthly quizzes evaluating understanding of the potential of photography to evoke 
emotional, metaphorical and psychological responses through non-silver images 

2. Class participation in critiques and discussions. 
3. Evaluation of final portfolio assesses students' ability to convey the ideas, images, and 

practical uses of mixed media and non-silver processes as they apply in contemporary 
commercial and fine art photography. 

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials 
I. Suggested text: James, Christopher, The Book of Alternative Photographic Processes, 

2nd edition, Delmar Cengage, 2011 
2. Websites: www.unblinkingeye.com, www.bostick-sullivan.com, 

www .alterntivephotography .com, and www .bigredandshiny .com 
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VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)). 
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